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\textbf{Abstract:} The integration of two existing and widely accepted tools, Protégé Ontology Editor and Knowledge-Base Framework, and Prometheus Development Kit, into a common approach, aiming to include the principal stages of MAS development life cycle and offering a general sequence of steps facilitating application creation, is proposed in this paper. The approach is successfully being applied to situation assessment issues, which has concluded in an agent-based decision-support system for environmental impact evaluation.

\section{INTRODUCTION}

Creation, deployment and post implementation of a multi-agent system (MAS) as a software product is a complex process, which passes through a sequence of stages forming its life cycle (Marik and McFarlane, 2005; Vasconcelos et al., 2001). Every step of the life cycle process has to be supported and provided by means of program tools and methodologies. In case of MAS development, in our opinion there is still no solution to a unified approach to cover all the stages. However, there are some works dedicated to this issue (de Wolf and Holvoet, 2005; Konichenko, 2005). For instance, de Wolf and Holvoet have presented a methodology in the context of standard life cycle model, with accent to decentralization and macroscopic view of the process. Within tools and frameworks the authors mention Jade (Bellifemine, Poggi and Rimassa, 1999), Repast (Repast, 2003) and an environment for coordination of situated multi-agent systems (Schelfhout and Holvoet, 2004). The authors offer their approach on the assumption that the research task has already been defined, omitting the problem definition and domain analysis stages of the MAS development process.

There is a sequence of actions which follow life-cycle stages of MAS development, so, it is possible to follow them to plan, code, deploy and maintain MAS (Konichenko, 2005):

- The process starts from project analysis and problem definition. As a rule, the domain ontology is being created, which determines the problem area, the set of relations between the concepts and the rules to incorporate new knowledge. The experience of domain area experts is required on this stage. As a tool which supports the ontology creation, the Protégé Ontology Editor and Knowledge-Base Framework may be used, as it complies a set of procedures for ontology creation and analysis, offering a set of plug-ins covering viewers, problem-solving methods, knowledge trees, converters, etc.
- Then, the future MAS itself is examined, which results in MAS analysis. Here the sets of goals and tasks are related to the sets of system functions (roles), required resources (commonly in form of informational files), interactions, and so on.
- The next is, actually, system design and creation.
System analysis and design stages are supported by well-known alternative agent-oriented software engineering methodologies, including MaSE (DeLoach, Wood and Sparkman 2001), Gaia (Wooldridge, Jennings and Kinny 2000), MASDK (Gorodetsky et al., 2005), Prometheus (Padgham and Winikoff, 2002), Tropos (Giunchiglia, Mylopoulos and Perini, 2002) among others.

The MAS, after being coded and tested, is ready to be deployed and be further modified or changed, depending from requirements. The existing methodologies do not or only briefly extend over the first stage, as they work under the condition that the developer has already defined the problem and determined the goals and the tasks of the system. However, this stage is a crucial one and has to be carefully examined and planned. Indeed, the whole deployed system functionality and efficiency depend on how precisely the problem was defined and the domain ontology was elaborated.

In the work we have presented our approach to MAS life-cycle support, in which we focus both on creation ontological background and system design and deployment.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the meta-ontology creation realized in Protégé is described and in section 3 the MAS design made in PDT is introduced. In section 4 our intention to implement the ideas of the integrated methodology for practical issue is briefly explained.

2 REQUIREMENTS IN PROTÉGÉ

Ontology creation may be viewed as a crucial step in MAS design as it determines the system knowledge area and potential capabilities (Guarino and Giaretta, 1995). In the first part of this article a model of distributed meta-ontology that serves as a framework for MAS design is proposed. Its components - private ontologies - are described in extensive with respect to an application area and in terms of the used semantics (Sokolova and Fernández-Caballero, 2007).

The model of the meta-ontology that we have created consists of five components, or private ontologies: the “Domain Ontology”, the “Task Ontology”, the “Ontology of MAS”, the “Interaction Ontology” and the “Agent Ontology” (see Fig.1).

In first place, the “Domain Ontology”, includes the objects of the problem area, relations between them and their properties.

\[
\text{OD} = \langle \text{C}, \text{I}, \text{P}, \text{V}, \text{Rs}, \text{RI}\rangle \quad (1)
\]

where the sets \( \text{C} \) and \( \text{I} \) are classes and their individuals; \( \text{P} \) are class properties; \( \text{V} \) are the properties values; \( \text{Rs} \) are some marginal levels for values (restrictions); \( \text{RI} \) states rules to receive new individuals for the concrete class.

The “Task Ontology” contains information about tasks and respective methods, about the pre-task and post-task conditions, and informational flows for every task. The “Task Ontology” has the following model:

\[
\text{OT} = \langle \text{T}, \text{M}, \text{In}, \text{Ot}, \text{R}\rangle \quad (2)
\]

where \( \text{T} \) is a set of tasks to be solved in the MAS, and \( \text{M} \) is a set of methods or activities related to the concrete task, \( \text{In} \) and \( \text{Ot} \) are input and output data flows, \( \text{R} \) is a set of roles that use the task. Component \( \text{R} \) is inherited from the “Ontology of MAS” through the property \text{belong to role}. The tasks are shared and accomplished in accordance with an order. The “Ontology for MAS” architecture is stated as:

\[
\text{OA} = \langle \text{L}, \text{R}, \text{IF}, \text{Or}\rangle \quad (3)
\]

where \( \text{L} \) corresponds to the logical levels of the MAS (if required), \( \text{R} \) is a set of determined roles, \( \text{IF} \) is a set of the corresponding input and output information represented by protocols. Lastly, the set \( \text{Or} \) determines the sequence of execution for every role (orders).

The interactions between the agents include an initiator and a receiver, a scenario and the roles taken by the interacting agents, the input and output information and a common communication language. They are stated in the “Interaction Ontology” as:

\[
\text{OI} = \langle \text{In}, \text{Rc}, \text{Sc}, \text{R}, \text{In}, \text{Ot}, \text{L}\rangle \quad (4)
\]

Actually, as \( \text{In} \) and \( \text{Rc} \) Initiator and Receiver, respectively, of the interaction we use roles. The component \( \text{Sc} \) corresponds to protocols. \( \text{R} \) is a set of roles that the agents play during the interaction. \( \text{In} \) and \( \text{Ot} \) are represented by informational resources, required as input and output, respectively. Language \( \text{L} \) determines the agent communication language (ACL).

In our approach BDI agents, which are represented by the “Agent Ontology”, are modelled. Hence, every agent is described as a composition of the following components (Georgeff et al., 1998):

\[
\text{Agent} = \langle \text{B}, \text{D}, \text{I}\rangle \quad (5)
\]
Every agent has a detailed description in accordance with the given ontology, which is offered in a form of BDI cards, in which the pre-conditions and post-conditions of agent execution and the necessary conditions and resources for the agent successful execution are stated. Evidently, B, D and I stand for Believes, Desires and Intentions, respectively.

Thus, the “Agent Ontology” incorporates the following components: B is related to “Domain Ontology”, which determines information data resources, necessary for every agent (its believes), D includes methods stored in the “Task Ontology” (agent desires), and I calls for intentions necessary for every activity or task specification. There is also a collaborator, in case there are two or more agents needed to solve the task.

Private ontologies mapping is made through slots of their components. So, the “Agent Ontology” has four properties: has intentions - which contains individuals of the methods M class from the “Task Ontology”; has believes - which contains individuals from the “Domain Ontology”; has desires - which contains variables of String type.

There is a real connection between the “Task Ontology” (OT) and the “Domain Ontology” (OD) through believes. The OT, in turn, refers to the “Ontology of MAS” (OA), which is formally described by four components. The first two are: level value and order; contain values of Integer type, which determine the logical level number and the order of execution for every role. Roles (R) are the individuals of the named ontology. The next two properties: has input and has output refer to individuals of “Interaction Ontology” (OI); in particular, to protocols, which manage communications. Their properties are of type String: has scenario, language, roles at scenario.

The “Interaction Ontology” slots named has initiator and has receiver are the individuals of the “Agent Ontology” (Agent). Thus, agents are linked to the proper protocols within the MAS. The OD, by means of its individuals - which contain data records - is connected to Agent, which uses the knowledge on the domain area as its believes. This way, the proposed meta-ontological model realized in Protégé covers the first steps of the software development life cycle.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN WITH PROMETHEUS DEVELOPMENT TOOL

In order to validate the next step of our approach, we introduce a running example, consisting in an agent-based decision support system (ADSS) dedicated to monitoring environmental pollution information, analyzing this data, simulating with respect to health consequences and making decisions for responsible system users. The general view of the Classes belonging to the domain of interest includes regions, which are characterized with some environmental pollution, and morbidity level.
Figure 2: Prometheus ADSS “System Overview Diagram” and Protégé “Ontology of MAS” and “Task Ontology” mapping.
Figure 3: DataAggregation agent and its internals in JACK

The accent is made on regions (Sokolova and Fernández-Caballero, 2007). The MAS is a logical three layer architecture (as shown in Fig. 2). The first layer is aimed for meta-data creation, the second one is responsible for hidden knowledge discovery, and the third level provides real-time decision support making, data distribution and visualization. This architecture satisfies all the required criteria for decision support systems.

The first level is named Information fusion and it acquires data from diverse sources, and pre-processes the initial information to be ready for further analysis. The second layer is named Data Mining and there are three roles at this level, dedicated to knowledge recovering through modelling, and calculation impact of various pollutants upon human health. The third level, Decision Making, carries out a set of procedures including model evaluation, computer simulation, decision making and forecasting, based on the models created in the previous level. The main function of this level is to provide a user - actually, a person who makes decisions - with the possibility to run online real-time “what - if” scenarios. The end-user, that is to say the person making decisions, interacts with the MAS through a System-User Interaction protocol, which is responsible for human-computer interaction. The user chooses the indicator that he wants to examine and initiates a computer simulation.

The system resembles a typical organizational structure. The agents are strictly dedicated to work with the stated sets of data sources. They solve the particular tasks and are triggered when all the necessary conditions are fulfilled, and there are positive messages from previously executed agents (Weiss, 2000). The system includes a set of roles, correlated with the main system functions and a set of agents related to each role.

The initial analysis of the system results in obtaining and describing the system roles and protocols. Fig. 2 also provides a look on connections between agents with correspondent interactions and undertaken sets of actions. This view gives a sufficient understanding of the entire system design. Roles are the individuals from the “Ontology of MAS” structure, and they are identical to Prometheus roles; properties are mapped into Prometheus entities, as it can be seen from “System Overview” and “Agent-Role Coupling Diagrams”.

4 IMPLEMENTATION IN JACK

The system design in the Prometheus design tool ends with generation of the skeleton code for JACK Intelligent Agents™ that facilitates further coding, testing and deploy. On Fig. 3 there is the Data Aggregation agent, which chooses the applicable plans to deal with concrete informational data sources within the Fusion capability.

The JACK Design Tool provides a visual interface, which supports application creation directly created in Jack Development Environment imported from Prometheus. This last possibility supports our proposal. Therefore, we propose to implement the coding, testing and deployment stages of the MAS development process within the JACK Development Environment.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The integration of two existing and widely accepted tools, Protégé Ontology Editor and Knowledge-Base Framework, and Prometheus Development Kit, into a common methodology has been introduced in this paper. To provide the following stages with tools, we have tested different methodologies, and finally decided to use the Prometheus Development Tool, which offers a wide range of possibilities for MAS
planning and implementation, namely the system architecture, the system entities, their internals and communications within the system and with outer entities.

The integrated approach covers all the stages of MAS planning and implementation, supporting them with tools and frameworks. The proposed fusion of methodologies, Protégé and Prometheus, was chosen because of the wide range of functions offered and their conformance to international standards. However, other combinations of agent-oriented tools could be used, whenever it helps getting the same result and support during MAS development, deployment and maintenance.
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